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privacy and robustness in federated learning

We tackle two challenges in Federated Learning (FL):

1. Provide differential privacy (DP) guarantees to the participants

2. Ensure correctness of the computation in the presence of malicious parties
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focus: distributed averaging

• A set U = {1, . . . ,n} of users (parties)

• Each user u ∈ U holds a private value Xu ∈ [0, 1]

• Goal: accurately estimate Xavg = 1
n
∑

u Xu without revealing individual values

• Motivation: many federated optimization algorithms can be written as follows:

for t = 1 to T do
At each user u: compute θtu ← LocalUpdate(θt−1, θt−1u ), send θtu to server
At server: compute θt ← 1

nθ
t
u, send θt back to users

end for
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related work

• Local DP [Kasiviswanathan et al., 2008, Duchi et al., 2013]: poor utility,
communication-efficient, some robustness

• DP+secure aggregation [Dwork et al., 2006, Shi et al., 2011, Bonawitz et al., 2017]: trusted
curator utility, O(n) messages per user, possible to enforce correctness
Recent concurrent work on breaking the O(n) barrier: [Bell et al., 2020, So et al., 2020]

• DP+secure shuffling [Cheu et al., 2019, Erlingsson et al., 2019, Balle et al., 2019]: trusted
curator utility, practical implementations?, robustness?
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our key contributions

1. A novel efficient protocol based on exchanging (correlated) Gaussian noise along the
edges of a network graph

2. Trusted curator utility with only logarithmic number of messages per party

3. Guaranteed correctness via homomorphic commitments and zero knowledge proofs
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basic protocol

Algorithm 1 Gopa protocol
Parameters: graph G, variances σ2∆, σ2η ∈ R+

for all neighboring users {u, v} in G do
u and v draw x ∼ N (0, σ2∆)
set ∆u,v ← x, ∆v,u ← −x

end for
for each user u do
u draws ηu ∼ N (0, σ2η)
u reveals X̂u ← Xu +

∑
v∼u∆u,v + ηu

end for

1. All neighbors {u, v} in G generate
pairwise-canceling Gaussian noise

2. Each user u generate independent
Gaussian noise

3. User u reveals the sum of private value,
pairwise and independent noise terms

• Unbiased estimate of the average: X̂avg = 1
n
∑

u X̂u, with variance σ2η/n
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privacy guarantees — general result

• Adversary: proportion 1− ρ of colluding malicious users who observe all
communications they take part in

• Denote by UH the set of honest-but-curious parties, and by GH the honest subgraph

• Gopa can achieve (ϵ, δ)-DP for any ϵ, δ > 0 for connected GH and large enough σ2η, σ
2
∆

• We show that σ2η can be as small as in the trusted curator setting (matching its utility)

• We show that the required σ2∆ depends on the topology of GH through the properties
of an embedded spanning tree
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privacy guarantees — practical result

Theorem (Case of random k-out graph)
Let ϵ, δ′ ∈ (0, 1) and:

• G be obtained by letting all users randomly choose k = O(log(ρn)/ρ) neighbors
• σ2η = O(log(1/δ′)/|UH|ϵ2) as per the Gaussian mechanism in trusted curator setting
• σ2∆ = O(σ2η|UH|/k)

Then Gopa is (ϵ, δ)-differentially private for δ = O(δ′).

• Trusted curator utility with logarithmic number of messages per user

• Our theoretical results give practical values for k and σ2∆ (see paper)

• Note: we can obtain even smaller values by numerical simulation
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ensuring correctness

• Utility can be compromised by malicious users tampering with the protocol (e.g.,
sending incorrect values to bias the outcome)

• It is impossible to force a user to give the “right” input (this also holds in the trusted
curator setting)

• We enable each user u to prove the following properties:

Xu ∈ [0, 1], ∀u ∈ U
∆u,v = −∆v,u, ∀{u, v} neighbors in G

ηu ∼ N (0, σ2η), ∀u ∈ U

X̂u = Xu +
∑
v∼u

∆u,v + ηu, ∀u ∈ U
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ensuring correctness

• Users publish an encrypted log of the computation using Pedersen commitments
[Blum, 1983, Franck and Großschädl, 2017], which are additively homomorphic

• Based on these commitments, users prove that the computation was done correctly
using zero knowledge proofs

• Note: lots of technical subtleties (e.g., work in fixed precision)

Theorem (Informal)

Under the Discrete Logarithm Assumption (DLA), a user u ∈ U that passes the verification
procedure proves that X̂u was computed correctly. Additionally, by doing so, u does not
reveal any additional information about Xu, even if DLA does not hold.

• Costs per user remain linear in the number of neighbors

• Can prove consistency across multiple runs on same/similar data

• Can handle drop out (to some extent)
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Thank you for your attention!

See full paper on arXiv:
https://arxiv.org/abs/2006.07218
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